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PT LINTAS ELANG BUANA is one of the exporters of agricultural commodity products in 
Indonesia. Our products have superior quality that has gone through a strict sorting pro-
cess by prioritizing products that are environmentally friendly, safety and health.

PT LINTAS ELANG BUANA Indonesia is a private company that does not involve child labor, 
with a widely diversified customer base. We specialize in the export of superior quality agri-
cultural products. Our dedicated production and quality control team has worked tirelessly 
to deliver the highest quality products that our customers expect.

Supported by more than 100 farmers, we continue to improve and develop our product 
yields while preserving nature and culture. So that we can provide the best products to our 
customers. In the end, it is our top priority to meet your satisfaction and expectations.
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VISION MISSION

A B O U T
US

Become a large company
that is trusted, profitable and has a

dominant role in the company's business

- improve and maintain product quality
related to consumer demand with highly
competitive quality, price and quality

- establish cooperative and mutually
beneficial partnerships



O U R
PRODUCT

Yellow Bourbon
Varietas

COFFEE

Bourbon has red fruit. then bourbon 
undergoes a natural mutation. Two 
new varieties were born, namely 
yellow bourbon and orange bour-
bon. Yellow bourbon has a more 
sour taste and is more subtle than 
regular bourbon.

from a Papandayan mountain in 
West Java with an altitude of 
1400-1500 masl

Yellow Bourbon Varietas



-  Aren Palm Sugar
- Coconut Palm Sugar

SUGAR

“Aren Palm sugar and Coconut Palm sugar is
crystalline sugar made from a liquid called sap
or palm nira or coconut tree juice which is cooked
until the water content evaporates and is crystallized
and then mashed into sugar granules”



SPICES

As a country with fertile soil Indone-
sia is a perfect place for various kind 
of plantations to grow, especially 
spices. Indonesia spices popular 
between the international world.

Spices are important ingredients for 
remedy, cooking, beverages, etc. 
Spices have very strong taste and 
aroma, it was an expensive trade. 
commodity in the past. 



CONTACT US

marketing@lintaselangbuana.com

@lintaselangbuana
Lintas Elang Buana

+62 821-2321-6784
www.lintaselangbuana.com


